
A BIOGRAPHY OF CHARLES DICKENS AND THE PLOT SUMMARY OF HIS

NOVEL A TALE OF TWO CITIES

Jerry often verbally and, almost as often, physically abuses her, but at the end of the story, he appears to Charles
Darnay: A Frenchman of the noble When introduced, he is on trial for his life at the Old to by Dickens as "The Jackal"
because of his deference to Stryver.

Carton is a lawyer who wastes his life in drinking and idling. Most broadly, Sydney Carton is resurrected in
spirit at the novel's close even as he, paradoxically, gives up his physical life to save Darnay's. A scuffle
ensues, and Madame Defarge dies by the bullet of her own gun. Darnay is brought back to prison and
sentenced to death. Roger Cly: Barsad's collaborator in spying and giving questionable testimony.
Resurrection is a major theme in the novel. Chapter 13 The Seamstress : " In his book A Tale of Two Cities,
based on the French Revolution, we see that he really could not write a tale of two cities. Dickens does not
spare his descriptions of mob actions, including the night Dr Manette and his family arrive at Tellson's bank in
Paris to meet Mr Lorry, saying that the people in the vicious crowd display "eyes which any unbrutalized
beholder would have given twenty years of life, to petrify with a well-directed gun". Both Lucie and Mr.
Manette seated at his shoemaker's bench drives home the horror of his experience. Dickens might have been
quite aware that between them, Carton and Darnay shared his own initials, a frequent property of his
characters. Lorry and Miss Pross, while engaged in the commission of their deed and in the removal of its
traces, almost felt, and almost looked, like accomplices in a horrible crime. The French Revolution breaks out
in all its fury with the storming of the Bastille. He stays away from London, for the most part, and only
intervenes when needed. Contemporary critics[ edit ] The reports published in the press are very divergent.
Buy Study Guide It is , and Mr. Three years later, he writes to Darnay, asking to be rescued. The peasants in
Paris storm the Bastille and the French Revolution begins. He had been wrongfully imprisoned in the Bastille
and left there to die. Chapter 6 Dr. After nine days, Manette regains his presence of mind, and soon joins the
newlyweds on their honeymoon. He repeatedly uses the metaphor of sowing and reaping; if the aristocracy
continues to plant the seeds of a revolution through behaving unjustly, they can be certain of harvesting that
revolution in time. Both Mr. Doctor Manette has fully recovered and has formed a close bond with his
daughter. Lucie is shaken when she learns that her father is still living. Social justice[ edit ] Charles Dickens
was a champion of the poor in his life and in his writings. Carton despises and resents Darnay because he
reminds him of all that he himself has given up and might have been. Defarge now runs a wine-shop with his
wife in the poverty-stricken quarter of Saint Antoine. Doctor Manette is housed in the Defarges' wine-shop
and has lost his reason, but he starts to regain it when he meets his daughter and is transported back to
London. Darnay is twice saved from certain death by the compassion of Carton. Continued on next page If
found guilty of treason, Darnay will suffer a gruesome death, and the testimony of an acquaintance, John
Barsad, and a former servant, Roger Cly, seems sure to result in a guilty verdict. Jarvis Lorry : A manager at
Tellson's Bank: " Thin and pale, Doctor Manette sits at a shoemaker's bench intently making shoes. Lucie
Manette has been noted as resembling Ternan physically.


